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Abstract—The subject of unequal access to and use of the
information technologies started to focus on the concept of the socalled “digital divide” has started to attract attention since late 90s.
Before that time, more general concepts such as information
inequality, information gap or knowledge gap and computer or media
literacy were used. Preliminary digital divide research led to the
equivalency of media or technology access with physical access.
Currently, the majority of the literature still focuses on physical
access. However, since the year 2002, an increasing number of
researchers suggest to go ‘beyond access’, to reframe the overly
technical concept of the digital divide and to pay more attention to
social, psychological and cultural backgrounds. The goal of this
paper is to provide a new methodology to understand the spatial
variation of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) use
in Istanbul Metropolitan Area using Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) and K-means Clustering Algorithm. The research is carried out
through a questionnaire employed to 1140 individuals in 10 districts
of Istanbul in Turkey with a wide range of socio-economic
compositions.
Keywords— Digital Divide, ICT Use, GIS, K-means
Clustering Algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of information and
communication technologies in recent years, a significant gap
has occurred between the rural and urban areas in terms of
accessibility and the use of such technologies. The subject of
unequal access to and use of the information technologies
started to focus on the concept of the so-called “digital divide”
has started to attract attention since late 90s both in Turkey
and the world in academia, private and public sectors. Before
that time, more general concepts such as information
inequality, information gap or knowledge gap and computer or
media literacy were used.
In order to decrease the digital divide, many
strategies and action plans are proposed by countries around
the world. Being one of these, Digital Opportunity Index
(DOI) introduced by International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) of United Nations has been frequently used. Although
this index is among major techniques that measures the divide,
it is also argued that the parameters used to construct the index
are same for all countries. However, most of the recent

research indicates that one size does not fit all due to the
geographic, social, economical and cultural differences among
countries. For this reason, when ranked according to the
results of this index, countries or regions might reveal
misleading performance results.
Preliminary digital divide research that started around
late 90’s in Turkey has led to the equivalency of media or
technology access with physical access. Currently, the
majority of this research still focuses on physical access.
However, since the year 2002, an increasing number of
researchers suggest to go ‘beyond access’, to reframe the
overly technical concept of the digital divide and to pay more
attention to economic, social, psychological and cultural
backgrounds. It can be observed that analyses covering
geographical location, socio-economic status and local
regulations have been incomplete about the digital divide
concept that is rapidly increasing and covering new dynamics
in parallel to changing technologies.
The goals of this research are first, to make a cluster
based analysis in 10 districts of Istanbul with a wide range of
socio-economic compositions to understand different types of
digital divide. Second, to map the spatial distribution of these
types using Geographic Information Systems (GIS). It is a
well known fact that the gap between the children and their
families increase due to the “ability to learn technology”. For
this reason, the paper will make significant contributions to
understand different characteristics of digital “natives” and
“immigrants”.
II. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
This paper attempts to introduce a clustering
algorithm supported by GIS to understand different types of
ICT user behavior at metropolitan area level. Figure 1
illustrates the methodology used in this research. The
objective of the introduced methodology is to identify the
spatial relationships between the digital divide categories
among different neighborhoods (mahalle1). To this end, a
detailed questionnaire (with 48 items) has been applied to
1140 individuals with different socio-economic profiles.
Within this frame, 10 districts with 31 mahalles having
1

Mahalle: is the smallest administrative unit in Turkey.
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different geographic locations and economic status levels are
selected in Istanbul Metropolitan Area (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Methodology of the paper

ICT ownership and use:
- number of mobile phones,
- network type,
- invoice type,
- computer usage and frequency (hour/day)
- internet usage and frequency (hour/day)
- place of internet accessibility
- mobile phone usage
- mobile service
- reasons of computer use
- reasons of internet use
- mobile phone applications
ICT education:
- date of learning computer skills (month/year)
- date of learning internet skills (month/year)
- place of learning computer skills
- place of learning internet skills
Expenditure for ICT services:
- monthly expenditure for cellular phone
III. CLUSTERING ANALYSIS

Figure 2: Selected neighborhoods (mahalles)
Table 1 and Table 2 show the ICT service types that are asked
to the responders and main categories of questions
Table 1: ICT service types that are asked to the responders.
İnternet
3G
Wi-fi hot spot
xDSL (+wi-fi)
Fiber
WiMAX

Telephone
Home Line (PSTN)
Mobile:
2G
3G
VoIP Application

Mobile Phone
3G
2G
Wi-fi hot spot

Data clustering analyses are empirical steps of
classifying various subjects into different clusters with respect
to the properties those subjects have. It is also called
unsupervised classification, and also described as a method of
creating groups of clusters, in such a way that objects in one
cluster are very similar and objects in different clusters are
quite distinct (Gan et al., 2007).Clustering analyses and chosen
methodology of each step may also differ from one to another.
In this paper a general clustering approach, K-means, will be
proposed for the questionnaire data set that contains a mixture
of numeric data types.
K–means clustering algorithm is a clustering
technique that iteratively calculates cluster centroids with
respect to that cluster’s new member. In k-means clustering
technique, there are 4 main steps to proceed as also given by
Tou and Rafael (1974).
Step1: Chose K initial cluster centers z1, z2, ... , zk ,

Table 2: Questionnaire items for Digital Divide Analysis.
Questions for each of the households
Demographic structure:
- gender,
- age,
- place of birth,
- mother tongue,
- literacy,
Economic structure
- occupation status
- monthly income

Step2: At the kth iterative step, distribute the samples
(subjects) among the K cluster domains, using below relation:

(1)
where, xp is the new member which will be assigned
to a clustered group Si, according to the distance to ith cluster’s
center and jth cluster’s center that is measured on tth step
(iteratively).
Step3: From the results of step two, compute new cluster
centroids with respect to the below relation:
(2)
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where the variables are the same explained above.
Step4: If all samples belong to one cluster, stop the
procedure, otherwise go to second step.
In K-Means at each step new cluster centroids have
been calculated. This illustrates a dynamical approach at
creating clusters, where centroids are not calculated until the
last step of hierarchical clustering.
Number of clusters: There is no general suggestion on
determining exact amount of clusters. According to
Clatworthy (2005): “The most straightforward method of
deciding on the number of clusters is to examine both the
agglomeration schedule and the dendogram. An inconsistent
increase in the dissimilarity measure indicates that the clusters
joined at that stage were quite distinct, and that the clustering
researcher decides what constitutes an inconsistently large
increase in the dissimilarity measure.”
Besides that, according to the goals of this research,
determining number of clusters a-priori seem, it will provide
more necessary and meaningful output then expecting a proper
amount of clusters by empirical methods. Since the extraction
of level of digital gap(s) in the data set is important, three
different groups are determined that state digital literacy of
their cluster members. These groups are: 1) Digital literates, 2)
Digital immigrants and 3) Digital illiterates. Table 3
summarizes the general characteristics of each class.
Table 3: General Characteristics of ICT User Behavior
Clusters (not all items are listed)
Features

Digital
Literates

Digital
Immigrants

Digital
Illiterates

Use mobile phone

Yes

Yes

No

Determine the model
and type of the
mobile phone by
him/herself

Yes

Yes

No

Use 3G

Yes

No

No

#of apps/reasons for
mobile phone use

n>5

1< n < 4

n <= 1

Connects
through
phone

Yes

No

No

Use computers

Yes

Yes

No

#of apps/reasons for
computers use

n>6

1< n < 5

n <= 1

Use internet

Yes

Yes

No

n>6

1< n < 5

n <= 1

internet
mobile

#of
reasons
internet use

for

IV. SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF DIGITAL DIVIDE
CLUSTERS
Once the digital divide gaps are clustered, the next step is
to explore the spatial distribution of each category among the
metropolitan area of Istanbul. Since the power of GIS lies in
both its capacity in analyzing and displaying spatial data and
bringing data from different sources; a database for the
questionnaire respondents has also been structured in this
research.
To this end, a basemap of the city that contains buildings,
streets and mahalle boundaries is prepared using ArcGIS 10.
For each respondent, a unique ID is created and linked to the
buildings where the questionnaire is employed. With this
spatial database, 1140 individuals are mapped on the
metropolitan area. Once the clustering analysis has been
completed, the next step is to explore the agglomerations of
each class by mahalle level around Istanbul. To do that,
geostatistical tools of GIS has been used and three maps for
each digital divide category has been created that indicates the
number of individuals attached to each class (Figures 3, 4 and
5).
According to the Figures 3, 4 and 5, it is observed that the
majority of the “digital literate” groups are spatially located
along the southern parts and by the waterfront regions of the
city where higher education and income levels are observed
(according to the census data). The only outlier within this
group exists on the northern part of European side of Istanbul
where again gated communities exist with higher education
and income levels.
The spatial distribution of “digital immigrants” portrays a
different picture than the “literate” group. Since they are
mostly composed of individuals who attempt to use ICTs in
limited ways, their spatial distribution also reflects a similar
pattern around the metropolitan area. The majority of this
group locates surrounding the “literate” category; not the
waterfront sides but the adjacent mahalles. Furthermore, the
“illiterates”, in general, spatially locate in outer regions of the
city where lower education and income profiles exist.

Figure 3: Spatial distribution of “Digital Literates”
by mahalle level in Istanbul.
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in 2000 and released its first strategic plan to decrease the
digital divide in the country. Currently, the majority of the
research practices in Turkey still focus on physical access.
Thus, this paper attempts to raise the question of existence of
different typologies of the “digital divide” at metropolitan area
level. Not only “physical access” but also other socioeconomic characteristics are attached to each of the ICT user
behavior category. Since this paper is an initial part of a
funded project, the future research aims to include more
sources of data such as census data and urban data into the
clustering algorithms.
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Figure 4: Spatial distribution of “Digital Immigrants” by
mahalle level in Istanbul

Figure 5: Spatial distribution of “Digital Illiterates” by
mahalle level in Istanbul
V. CONCLUSION
The concept of “digital divide” has been an
international debate since the last few decades and many
countries attempt to define strategical tools and policies to
reduce the digital gap between nations, regions or cities.
United Nations (UN) has organized the “Millenium 2000
Summit” where actions against the divide were discussed.
Similarly, the Okanawa Summit of G8 Countries in 2000 have
emphasized that “the gap between rich-knowledge and poorknowledge societies is also a major determinant of the
achievements in economic welfare, education, health, literacy
levels. Furthermore, it is also mentioned that the digital gap
causes long-lasting effects for differences among nations.
With parallel to the world’s awareness on the subject
of “digital inequalities”, Information and Communication
Technologies Authority (ICTA) of Turkey has been founded
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